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g and dynamic structural
fluxionality of a boron-based Al2B8 binary cluster:
the robustness of a doubly 6p/6s aromatic [B8]

2−

molecular wheel†

Rong-Xin Yue,a Shu-Juan Gao,ab Peng-Fei Hana and Hua-Jin Zhai *a

Despite the isovalency between Al and B elements, Al-doping in boron clusters can deviate substantially

from an isoelectronic substitution process. We report herein on a unique sandwich di-Al-doped boron

cluster, Al2B8, using global structural searches and quantum chemical calculations. The cluster features

a perfectly planar B8 molecular wheel, with two isolated Al atoms symmetrically floating above and

below it. The two Al atoms are offset from the center of the molecular wheel, resulting in a C2v

symmetry for the cluster. The Al2B8 cluster is shown to be dynamically fluxional even at far below room

temperature (100 K), in which a vertical Al2 rod slides or rotates freely within a circular rail on the B8

plate, although there is no direct Al–Al interaction. The energy barrier for intramolecular rotation is only

0.01 kcal mol−1 at the single-point CCSD(T) level. Chemical bonding analysis shows that the cluster is

a charge–transfer complex and can be formulated as [Al]+[B8]
2−[Al]+. The [B8]

2− molecular wheel in

sandwich cluster has magic 6p/6s double aromaticity, which underlies the dynamic fluxionality, despite

strong electrostatic interactions between the [Al]+, [B8]
2−, and [Al]+ layers.
1. Introduction

Over the past 30 years, extensive theoretical and experimental
studies have been devoted to boron clusters,1–15 which show
unusual structural and electronic properties, as well as exotic
chemical bonding. The uniqueness in physical chemistry of
boron clusters is governed by the intrinsic electron-deciency of
boron.16 Consequently, boron clusters can maintain planar or
quasi-planar structures in a wide range of sizes, up to some 40
atoms,17 which is unknown in any alternative cluster systems.
New chemical bonding concepts are developed to elucidate
boron clusters, such as p/s aromaticity, antiaromaticity,
multifold aromaticity and conicting aromaticity.12–15 Essential
to the above bonding concepts is electron delocalization, which
effectively compensates for boron's electron deciency.
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Owing also to the electron deciency, boron-based clusters
are magic nanosystems to develop dynamic structural uxion-
ality. The peculiar spiderweb structure of B19

− cluster18 stimu-
lated and triggered computational exploration of a molecular
Wankel motor.19 Similar dynamic uxionality was subsequently
extended to an array of circular boron clusters, such as B18

2−

and B13
+.20–22 Furthermore, nanotank-type of dynamic uxion-

ality was reported in elongated boron clusters like B11, B11
−, and

B15
+,23–25 in which a peripheral boron ring glides near freely

around an elongated boron core.
Mixing or alloying a metal element with boron leads to

boron-based alloy clusters, whose structures can be delicately
tailored and electronic properties tuned. In particular, intra-
molecular charge–transfers allow precise control of the electron
counting in alloy clusters, therefore offering opportunities to
rationally design new-types of cluster structures and to further
explore their bonding and dynamic properties. For example,
compass-like clusters B8X2 (X=Mg, Zn, Cd), MB7X2, and MB8X2

(X = Zn, Cd; M = Be, Ru, Os; Be for the Zn-based cases only)
were reported with an X2 needle rotating on a baseplate.26,27 The
systems have rotation energy barriers of 0.1–0.6 kcal mol−1.
Furthermore, Na-doped three-layered Na6B7

− and Na8B7
+ rotor

clusters and a Li-doped propeller B7Li4
− cluster were revealed,

in which the Na or Li units twist relative to boron wheel with an
energy barrier of less than 0.1 eV.28,29 A tubular molecular rotor,
B2–Ta@B18

−,30 was reported with a B2 unit rotating around
molecular axis of a Ta@B18 drum. Its dynamic barrier is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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1.13 kcal mol−1. Zhai and co-workers discovered two sub-
nanoscale earth-moon systems, that is, Be6B11

− and Be6B10
2−

clusters,31,32 which have dual dynamic modes of rotation and
revolution. The outer B11 ring in Be6B11

− cluster orbits relative
to the Be6 unit and two Be3 rings can also twist against each
other.31 The dynamic barriers are 0.21 versus 4.70 kcal mol−1,
respectively.

Intuitively, it can be challenging to reach a dynamically
uxional system for boron-based alloy clusters. It can be also
challenging to minimize the dynamic barriers for such
systems. Ultimately, is it possible to completely diminish the
dynamic barrier for a boron-based alloy cluster, that is, to
reach an energy barrier of zero? To this end, we have compu-
tationally designed a di-Al-doped boron-based Al2B8 cluster via
computer global searches and electronic structure calcula-
tions. The Al2B8 cluster turns out to be a simple sandwich
system with a heptacoordinate B8 molecular wheel. The Al2
component is divided into two isolated Al atoms, which are
situated offset from the center of B8 wheel at above and below,
collectively serving as a penetrating Al2 rod. The alloy cluster
therefore represents an intriguing system. A transition-state
(TS) structure is readily located with an energy barrier of
0.01 kcal mol−1 at the single-point CCSD(T) level, which is
indeed close to zero and virtually barrierless. Molecular
dynamics simulation conrms the dynamic structural ux-
ionality of the cluster, even at far below room temperature.
Chemical bonding analysis suggests that the cluster can be
formulated as a charge-transfer [Al]+[B8]

2−[Al]+ complex,
whose three [Al]+, [B8]

2−, and [Al]+ layers are held together via
electrostatics. The [B8]

2− molecular wheel shows double 6p/6s
aromaticity. This unique bonding picture underlies the
dynamic uxionality of the sandwich cluster.

2. Methods

The global-minimum (GM) and low-lying isomeric structures of
Al2B8 cluster were searched using the Coalescence Kick (CK)
algorithm,33,34 which was also aided with manual structural
constructions. A total of 3500 stationary points were probed on
the potential energy surface, including 2000 singlet and 1500
triplet states. The candidate low-lying structures were subse-
quently reoptimized at the PBE0/6-311+G(d) level.35,36 Frequency
calculations were carried out at the same level to ensure that the
reported structures are true minima. In order to benchmark the
relative energies, the top ve low-lying isomers, as well as the TS
structure, were further assessed at the single-point CCSD(T)/6-
311+G(d) level37–39 on the basis of their PBE0/6-311+G(d)
geometries. The B3LYP/6-311+G(d) and single-point CCSD(T)/6-
311+G(d)//B3LYP/6-311+G(d) calculations were also done for top
ve isomers to check for consistency of different functionals in
terms of structures and energetics. Overall, the electronic
structure calculations in this work were accomplished at a total
of four levels of theory.

Natural bond orbital (NBO 6.0) analyses40 were performed to
obtain the Wiberg bond indices (WBIs) and natural atomic
charges. Chemical bonding was elucidated through canonical
molecular orbital (CMO) analysis and adaptive natural density
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
partitioning (AdNDP).41 Iso-chemical shielding surfaces
(ICSSs)42 were calculated to evaluate p/s aromaticity. The
dynamic properties were conrmed by the Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD) simulations, which were carried
out at a set of selected temperatures (100, 300, and 600 K). All
the above calculations were performed at the PBE0/6-311+G(d)
level. The ICSSs, orbital compositions, and AdNDP analyses
were accomplished using the Multiwfn program.43 All electronic
structure calculations and the BOMD simulations were done
using the Gaussian 09 package.44 The computational results
were visualized using the GaussView, CYLview, and VMD
programs.45–47
3. Results
3.1. Global-minimum structure

The GM C2v (
1A1) structure of Al2B8 cluster is shown in Fig. 1(a)

and those of the top 20 low-lying isomers are presented in the
ESI (Fig. S1, ESI†). Their relative energies are listed at the PBE0/
6-311+G(d) level, including zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections.
Further benchmarking of top 5 structures is performed using
single-point CCSD(T) calculations. The GM cluster turns out to
be 5.28 kcal mol−1 lower than its nearest competitor at single-
point CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d)//PBE0/6-311+G(d). The same is true
at the complementary CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d)//B3LYP/6-311+G(d)
level, by 4.87 kcal mol−1. Thus, the GM cluster is reasonably
well-dened on its potential energy surface at three out of all
four levels of theory presented in the paper, although it is
marginally competitive at PBE0/6-311+G(d). We consider the
single-point CCSD(T) data to be the ultimate energetics of the
system, and therefore the C2v (

1A1) structure is assigned as the
GM cluster. The triplet-state structures are unimportant for the
present system (Fig. S1, ESI†).

The GM Al2B8 cluster assumes a closed-shell C2v (1A1)
geometry. Two Al atoms are isolated from each other, oating
symmetrically above and below the B8 molecular wheel. Its top-
and side-views are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Basically, it is among
the simplest form of three-layered sandwiches. The Al atoms are
offset from the center of molecular wheel, by a horizontal
distance of 0.82 Å, which is probably due to steric hindrance
(between the Al and central B atoms). Relevant D2d or D8h

structures are also located in the CK searches (Fig. S1, ESI†), but
these are 4.82 and 21.47 kcal mol−1 higher in energy at the PBE0
level, respectively.

By rotating the Al2 atoms slightly and tangentially, by about
25.7°, one reaches another C2v (1A1) structure as shown in
Fig. 1(b). This is a true TS structure. It has an imaginary vibra-
tional frequency of 8.5i cm−1 at PBE0, as well as 9.3i cm−1 at
B3LYP. For comparison, the corresponding frequency for GM
cluster is 7.2 cm−1 at PBE0 and 10.1 cm−1 at B3LYP. Thus, the
assignments of GM and TS structures in this work are rather
solid. Their optimized cartesian coordinates at PBE0/6-
311+G(d) are listed in Table S1 (ESI†). These two structures
differ in that the Al2 unit is located in the middle of a B3 triangle
in the GM cluster, whereas it overlaps with one radial B–B link
in the TS structure.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 1964–1973 | 1965



Fig. 1 Optimized (a) C2v (
1A1) global-minimum (GM) and (b)C2v (

1A1) transition-state (TS) structures of Al2B8 cluster at the PBE0/6-311+G(d) level.
Both top- and side-views are presented.
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3.2. Bond distances, Wiberg bond indices, and natural
atomic charges

The optimized bond distances of GM C2v (
1A1) Al2B8 cluster at

PBE0 are presented in Fig. 2(a). The B8 molecular wheel is
perfectly planar and its peripheral B–B distances are virtually
uniform (1.55 Å), which are to be compared to the recom-
mended upper-bound values of B–B single (1.70 Å) and double
(1.56 Å) bonds.48 The peripheral B–B links are clearly beyond
single bonds. In contrast, the radial B–B distances are slightly
1966 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 1964–1973
uneven (1.74–1.83 Å), owing to disturbation associated to
vertical Al2 unit. The radial B–B links are weaker than single
bonds. The calculated WBIs show that peripheral and radial
B–B links indeed have distinct bond orders: 1.27–1.34 versus
0.48–0.62 (Fig. 2(a)). The above structural data are remarkably
similar to those of a bare D7h B8

2− cluster,7 except for certain
distortions. The distance between an Al atom to its nearest B
atom amounts to 2.42 Å, which is signicantly longer than the
upper limit of B–Al single bond (2.11 Å),48 indicating that the B–
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Calculated bond distances (in Å; black color) and Wiberg bond indices (WBIs, in red color) for (a) GM and (b) TS structures of Al2B8 cluster
at the PBE0/6-311+G(d) level. The WBIs are obtained from natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis.

Fig. 3 Natural atomic charges (in jej) for (a) C2v (
1A1) GM and (b) C2v (

1A1) TS structures of Al2B8 cluster, as obtained from the NBO analysis at
PBE0/6-311+G(d).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 1964–1973 | 1967
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Al bonding in GM cluster has a relatively minor covalent
component. It is noted that two Al atoms are 4.55 Å apart from
each other and there is denitely no Al–Al bonding in the
cluster, although they appear collectively as an Al2 unit either
structure-wise or dynamically (vide infra).

As for the natural atomic charges in GM cluster (Fig. 3(a)),
two Al atoms both have a positive charge of +0.75 jej. Three B
sites in the vicinity of Al atoms each carries a negative charge
from −0.38 to −0.39 jej. The remaining B site are close to
neutral (from −0.01 to −0.13 jej). This general pattern suggests
that intramolecular charge transfer in the cluster is a relatively
local process. For example, the B3Al2 or B5Al2 fragment has
a collective net charge of +0.35 or +0.09 jej only, that is, +0.12 or
+0.02 jej per B site. As a consequence of intramolecular charge
transfer, the B–B bonding in the vicinity of Al sites are moder-
ately enhanced, either for peripheral or radial B–B links
(Fig. 2(a)). The calculated bond distances, Wiberg bond indices,
Fig. 4 Structural evolution of Al2B8 cluster during the intramolecular dy

1968 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 1964–1973
and natural atomic charges for the TS structure are closely
similar to those discussed above (Fig. 2(b) and 3(b)). Both the
GM and TS clusters may be described as charge–transfer
complexes and formally formulated as [Al]+[B8]

2−[Al]+.
4. Discussion
4.1. Dynamic structural uxionality

The similarity between of the GM and TS structures of Al2B8

cluster (Fig. 1) suggests the possibility of dynamic uxionality. A
schematic presentation of structural evolution during such
a dynamic process is shown in Fig. 4. The vertical Al2 unit in GM
cluster (labeled as GM1) is located at the B1–B2–B8 triangle of
the molecular wheel. Let the Al2 unit rotates clockwise with
respect to molecular wheel by 25.7°, and the cluster reaches its
TS structure (labeled as TS1−2). In TS structure, the Al2 unit
overlaps with radial B2–B8 link. Further rotate the Al2 unit
namic rotation of the Al2 rod with respect to B8 molecular wheel.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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clockwise by 25.7°, and the system recovers its GM structure
(labeled as GM2). In GM2, the Al2 unit is situated on the B2–B3–
B8 triangle. The whole process is simple and straightforward.

Our vibrational frequency analysis reveals a so mode of
7.2 cm−1 for GM cluster at the PBE0 level, as illustrated in
Fig. S2(a) (ESI†). The so mode is relevant to the collective
rotation of peripheral B ring against Al2 unit; and vice versa. A
similar so imaginary mode (8.5i cm−1; Fig. S2(b), ESI†) is
revealed for the TS structure at PBE0. The above so modes are
also conrmed at B3LYP, whose calculated values are 10.1 and
9.3i cm−1, respectively. These so modes facilitate dynamic
structural uxionality of the Al2B8 cluster. As for the dynamic
barrier, we can evaluate using the energetics data at the single-
point CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d)//PBE0/6-311+G(d) level, including
ZPE corrections at PBE0. The energy barrier thus obtained is
0.01 kcal mol−1, which is virtually zero, suggesting that dynamic
uxionality of the cluster is barrierless. This observation is quite
unusual in particular for an alloy cluster system.

To vividly demonstrate the dynamic uxionality of Al2B8

cluster, we have run the BOMD simulations at a selected set of
temperatures of 100, 300, and 600 K for about 50 ps. An
animation extracted from the BOMD simulation at 300 K is
provided in the ESI,† which covers a time span of about 10 ps. It
is noted that the cluster is dynamically uxional even at 100 K,
that is, far below room temperature. The latter observation is in
line with a virtually zero value for the dynamic barrier.
Fig. 5 Pictures of canonical molecular orbitals (CMOs) of GM C2v (
1A1) A

for Lewis B–B s single bonds along the periphery of B8 wheel. (c) Three

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
It is of interest to comment that sandwich GM Al2B8 cluster
behaves sort of like a magnetic levitation system. In the former,
the three layers are held together by quite strong electrostatics,
and yet the Al2 unit seems to be completely oating above and
below B molecular wheel. The intramolecular dynamic motion
turns out to be absolutely barrierless. We propose to describe
this cluster as an “electrostatic levitation system”. We believe
the key to this phenomenon is the three-layered sandwich
geometry, in which electrostatic repulsion and attraction are
ideally balanced.
4.2. Chemical bonding

For an in-depth understanding of the unique structure and
dynamic uxionality of GM Al2B8 cluster, it is essential to
perform a chemical bonding analysis. The GM Al2B8 cluster is
a closed-shell cluster with 30 valence electrons. Its occupied
CMOs are presented in Fig. 5, which are classied into four
subsets based on their constituent atomic orbitals (AOs). The
two CMOs in subset (a) are composedmainly of 3s AOs from two
Al atoms, in their constructive versus destructive combinations.
According to the CMO construction principles, these two CMOs
can be recombined approximately as two Al 3s2 lone pairs. The
remaining 13 CMOs of the cluster turn out to be boron-based,
thus validating the bonding picture of a charge–transfer
[Al]+[B8]

2−[Al]+ complex.
Specically, the seven CMOs in subset (b) are contributed

largely from B 2s/2p AOs on the periphery. They strictly follow
l2B8 cluster. (a) Two CMOs for the Al-based lone pairs. (b) Seven CMOs
delocalized p CMOs. (d) Three delocalized s CMOs.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 1964–1973 | 1969
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the CMO construction principles with 0 to 3 nodal planes from
le to right, including three quasi-degenerate pairs. This subset
can directly recombine and generate seven two-center two-
electron (2c-2e) B–B s bonds, one for each peripheral B–B
edge. The above Lewis-type elements form the structural skel-
eton of the cluster, collectively consuming 18 electrons out of
a total of 30 in the system.

Subset (c) in Fig. 5 shows the p framework, whose three
CMOs are contributed primarily from B 2p AOs of the molecular
wheel. The overall pattern closely resemble the p sextet in
benzene. Furthermore, the pseudo-heptagonal symmetry of the
molecular wheel suggests that the p framework is intrinsically
delocalized and cannot be reduced to Lewis-type elements.
Thus, the p sextet renders the sandwich cluster p aromaticity.
Fig. 6 AdNDP bonding scheme for GM C2v (
1A1) Al2B8 cluster. Occupati

1970 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 1964–1973
The 6p electron counting conforms to the (4n + 2) Hückel rule.
Note that the Al2 unit does contribute to these p CMOs, by 7.5%,
15.0%, and 14.8%, respectively, according to the orbital
composition analysis (Table S2, ESI†). The Al2 contributions
originate from either Al 3s or 3p AOs, in their destructive and
constructive combinations, respectively. This is the minor
component of Al–B covalency in the system.

Likewise, the three CMOs in subset (d) parallel those in
subset (c) in terms of spatial patterns, except that the former
CMOs are s in nature. For a technical note, one of these s

CMOs, that is, HOMO−2, has about 30% contribution from Al
3s AOs (Table S2, ESI†). The latter component may recombine
with HOMO/HOMO−2 to help fully recover two Al 3s lone-
pairs in the system. Again, this s framework is truly
on numbers (ONs) are shown.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 The iso-chemical shielding surfaces (ICSSs) of GM Al2B8 cluster. (a) ICSS(0)zz is calculated at the molecular plane. (b) ICSS(1)zz is calculated
at 1 Å above the molecular plane. For ICSSs, a positive value indicates aromaticity, and vice versa.
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delocalized and cannot be transformed to Lewis-type s bonds.
The s sextet renders s aromaticity to the sandwich cluster,
following the (4n + 2) Hückel rule. In short, GM Al2B8 cluster
features double p/s aromaticity, with the magic 6p/6s elec-
tron counting. This unique bonding pattern clearly underlies
the stability of Al2B8 cluster, as well as facilitates its intriguing
dynamic uxionality.

The above bonding picture is perfectly borne out from the
AdNDP analysis.41 The AdNDP scheme of GM Al2B8 cluster is
presented in Fig. 6, which recovers two Al lone-pairs, seven
peripheral B–B s single bonds, as well as double 6p/6s aroma-
ticity. The occupation numbers (ONs) are generally close to ideal.
It is stressed that the appearance of Al 3s lone-pairs, which have
ONs of as large as 1.97 jej, in GM Al2B8 cluster (Fig. 5(a) and 6(a))
is compelling evidence that Al/B substitution in binary Al–B
clusters can deviate substantially from an isoelectronic substi-
tution process. Indeed, the Al2B8 cluster does not resemble
a bare B10 cluster.49 The Al sites in the former are essentially
valence one (rather than three) in terms of chemical bonding.

In the TS structure, the CMOs, AdNDP scheme, orbital
compositions virtually do not alter (Fig. S3 and S4, Table S3,
ESI†), which explain why the dynamic uxionality process has
no energy barrier. Basically, the covalent component in GM and
TS structures are the same (Fig. 5 versus Fig. S3, ESI†), whereas
their ionic component differ by a slight shi in spatial charge
distributions (Fig. 3). The negative charges in B wheel inti-
mately follow the positively charged Al2 sites. We note that the
Al2 unit collectively participates in chemical bonding, as well as
in dynamic uxionality, although there is no direct Al–Al
bonding. This is why the Al2 unit orients perpendicularly to the
molecular wheel.

To further assess double 6p/6s aromaticity in GM Al2B8

cluster, we have performed the ICSS calculations. The results
are visualized in Fig. 7. Here ICSSzz(0) and ICSSzz(1)50 are probed
at the molecular plane and at 1 Å above it, respectively, which
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
roughly differentiate between s and p aromaticity. The green
areas in (a) and (b) within the molecular wheel, in which the
shielding effect is primarily concentrated, are in line with s and
p aromaticity of the cluster, respectively.

It should be noted that multifoldp/s aromaticity is prevalent
in boron clusters, the latter being also magic molecular systems
for dynamic structural uxionality. The Al2B8 cluster matches
the three key factors proposed for a dynamically uxional
species,27 that is, intramolecular charge–transfer, interlayer
electrostatic interaction, and completely delocalized 6p/6s
frameworks. Beyond this, its virtually barrier-free dynamics
(0.01 kcal mol−1) and unique conformation help further
distinguish it from other clusters. Such a binary cluster should
be easy to make in a molecular beam machine, following which
gas-phase spectroscopic characterizations can be carried out.
5. Conclusions

We have elaborated an ideal boron-based Al2B8 nanorotor
cluster with unique sandwich structure. The sandwich cluster is
established using computer global searches, electronic struc-
ture calculations, and molecular dynamics simulations. It
features dynamic structural uxionality even at far below room
temperature (100 K). The dynamic process is virtually barrier-
less. Chemical bonding analysis suggests that the cluster can be
described as a charge-transfer complex and formulated as
[Al]+[B8]

2−[Al]+, whose three charged layers are bound via quite
strong electrostatic forces. The core [B8]

2− molecular wheel
features magic 6p/6s double aromaticity. This bonding pattern
underlies the stability of the sandwich cluster, as well as facil-
itates its dynamic structural uxionality. The work also high-
lights the idea that the Al/B substitution in binary Al–B clusters
can deviate markedly from an isoelectronic process, thus
offering opportunities for the rational design of new types of Al–
B alloy clusters.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 1964–1973 | 1971
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